On Jan. 25\textsuperscript{th} 2014, 7 sisters – Sr. Maria Hwan-Hee, Sr. Somi Maria, Sr. Maria Raphael, Sr. Maria Sun Hye, Sr. Maria Sung Eun, Sr. Maria Ana and Sr. Maria Agnes – made their perpetual profession during Mass, celebrated by the auxiliary bishop Chung ShinCheol John the Baptist, of Incheon diocese, in the GyeSan parish church. That day, 28 priests concelebrated the Mass. For the first time ever, one of the newly professed sisters was given a chance to express the profession group’s feelings and gratitude. Sr. Maria Hwan-Hee’s witty and touching speech both conveyed the beauty of the vowed life to the lay congregation and provided another moment of deep bonding, with God as the Centre, for the SND community. We pray that the seven sisters’ hearts will remain fresh forever. We also recommend the five sisters who will soon leave for Rome for the Language Programme in your sincere prayers.